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EU VALUES AND ETHICS IN HEALTH 

INNOVATION & NEW TECHNOLOGIES

7th Conference of the European Association of Health Law 
(EAHL) | Toulouse | 26th & 27th September 2019

10 min, discussion included

Subtheme: “9 – Links with ethics and law in innovation”

N.B. Please note that whenever appropriate, 
screenshots are linked to the relevant website.

https://jeanmonnet.mci.edu/
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/node_en
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Jean Monnet Chair | now: EU values & ethics

EU Values & DIGitalization for our CommuNITY (DIGNITY)

https://jeanmonnet.mci.edu/
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/node_en
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Relationship of EU law, ethics & values

Law Ethics
Morality

values 

& human 
rights

Science, medicine, 
etc.

Source: Frischhut, 2019, p. 3 
(modified)

Relative, not an absolute import:
• Law & science: Wahlberg & Persson, 2017; 

Wahlberg, 2017, p. 63; Wahlberg, 2010, 
pp. 208, 213

• Law (Austria) & morality: 
OGH, 2012, pt. 4.6.1 (N.B. Austrian Supreme 
Court in civil and criminal law issues)

• EU law & ethics: Frischhut, 2019, p. 123

https://www.springer.com/de/book/9783030105815
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/node_en
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Ethics | normative theories | less about morality

Theoretical philosophy

Practical philosophy

Legal philosophy

Political philosophy

Ethics

Metaethics

Normative ethics

Normative theories Applied ethics

Deontology Consequentialism Virtue ethics

“In its most familiar sense, the word morality […] refers to norms about 
right and wrong human conduct that are so widely shared that they form a stable social 
compact. As a social institution, morality encompasses many standards of conduct, 
including moral principles, rules, ideals, rights, and virtues. We learn about morality as we 
grow up […]”

Source: Beauchamp & Childress, 2013, pp. 2-3

ethics

morality Source: Frischhut, 2019, p. 9

https://www.springer.com/de/book/9783030105815
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/node_en
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Ethics, e.g. in the field of health (excerpt) …

Source: Frischhut, 2019, p. 82

But before we continue, 
where in EU law can we 
find references to ‘ethics’, 
e.g. in EU directives?
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… science & new technologies (excerpt) | EGE

European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies (EGE)

Source: Frischhut, 2019, p. 102
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EGE | normative theories | results

Source: Frischhut, 2019, p. 108

Normative theories

Deontology Consequentialism Virtue ethics
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… but also EU values | general ones | Art. 2 TEU

Picture source: The Economist, December 9th – 15th 2006 (Link)

Article 2
The Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy,
equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights, including the rights of persons
belonging to minorities.

These values are common to the Member States in a society in which pluralism, non-
discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and equality between women and men prevail.

http://www.economist.com/node/8380543
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EU values | specific fields | excerpt

health non-financial 

reporting

sports digitalization

year 2006 2014  2017

 2018

2018

legal status soft-law (conclusions 

of health ministers)

binding (amendment 

to EU directive)

soft law:

 EP resolution (2017)

 Council conclusions 

(2018)

soft-law (advisory 

opinion)

application 

or distinct 

values

(mainly) distinct values (mainly) application  Promotion of EU 

values, plus distinct 

values

 (mostly) distinct 

values

(mainly) application

Source: Frischhut, 2019, p. 35
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EU values | specific fields | health

Source: Council Conclusions on Common values and principles in European Union Health Systems, OJ 2006 C 146/1

• Universality: “means that no-one is barred access to health care” 

• Equity: “relates to equal access according to need, regardless of ethnicity, gender, age, social status or ability to pay” 

• Solidarity: “is closely linked to the financial arrangement of our national health systems and the need to ensure accessibility to all” 

• Quality: “continuous training of healthcare staff based on clearly defined national standards and ensuring that staff have access to 
advice about best practice in quality”

• Safety: “monitoring of risk factors and adequate, training for health professional” 

• Care that is based on evidence and ethics: “Demographic challenges and new medical technologies can give rise to difficult 
questions (of ethics and affordability), which all EU Member States must answer. Ensuring that care systems are evidence-based is 
essential, both for providing high-quality treatment, and ensuring sustainability over the long term.” 

• Patient involvement: transparency, information, consent

• Redress

• Privacy and confidentiality

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52006XG0622(01)
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EU values | specific fields | digitalization
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˃ 16 February 2017 | European Parliament resolution of 16 February 2017 with recommendations to the Commission on 

Civil Law Rules on Robotics (2015/2103(INL)) | Link

˃ 9 March 2018 | European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies (EGE) “Statement on Artificial Intelligence, 

Robotics and ‘Autonomous’ Systems”| Link

˃ 8 April 2019 | AI HLEG publishes “Ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI”, including “Trustworthy AI Assessment List” | Link

˃ 8 April 2019 | EC communication ‘Building Trust in Human-Centric Artificial Intelligence’ COM(2019) 168 final

See backup slides 18-20
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https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/18-01-25_eag_report_en.pdf
https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/18-01-25_eag_report_en.pdf
https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/18-01-25_eag_report_en.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P8-TA-2017-0051+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/ege-statements_en
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2019:168:FIN&qid=1554794915743
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˃ 16 February 2017 | European Parliament resolution of 16 February 2017 with 

recommendations to the Commission on Civil Law Rules on Robotics (2015/2103(INL)) | Link

Ethical principles

• “human safety, health and security; freedom, privacy, integrity and dignity; 
self-determination and non-discrimination, and personal data protection” (pt. 10)

• principle of transparency | “it should always be possible to supply the rationale behind any decision taken with the aid of AI 
that can have a substantive impact on one or more persons’ lives” | “‘black box’ which records data on every transaction 
carried out by the machine, including the logic that contributed to its decisions” (pt. 12)

• “the guiding ethical framework should be based on the principles of beneficence, non-maleficence, autonomy and justice, 
on the principles and values enshrined in Article 2 of the Treaty on European Union and in the Charter of Fundamental 
Rights, such as human dignity, equality, justice and equity, non-discrimination, informed consent, private and family life and 
data protection, as well as on other underlying principles and values of the Union law, such as non-stigmatisation, 
transparency, autonomy, individual responsibility and social responsibility, and on existing ethical practices and codes” 
(pt. 13)

Annex: CODE OF ETHICAL CONDUCT FOR ROBOTICS ENGINEERS

• “act responsibly and with absolute consideration for the need to respect the dignity, privacy and safety of humans”

• “Beneficence – robots should act in the best interests of humans;

• Non-maleficence – the doctrine of ‘first, do no harm’, whereby robots should not harm a human;

• Autonomy – the capacity to make an informed, un-coerced decision about the terms of interaction with robots;

• Justice – fair distribution of the benefits associated with robotics and affordability of homecare and healthcare robots in particular.”

EP resolution robots | dignity, principlism, etc.

Picture source: Link

Cf. also Beauchamp & Childress, 2013

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P8-TA-2017-0051+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN
http://www.publicdomainfiles.com/show_file.php?id=13539934212140
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˃ 9 March 2018 | European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies (EGE)

“Statement on Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and ‘Autonomous’ Systems”| Link

• “The EGE calls for a wide-ranging and systematic public engagement and deliberation on 
the ethics of AI, robotics and ‘autonomous’ technology and on the set of values that societies 
choose to embed in the development and governance of these technologies.” (p. 15)

• (a) Human dignity: “inherent human state of being worthy of respect”; we have to be aware 
“whether and when we are interacting with a machine or another human being” (p. 16)

• (b) Autonomy: “refers to the capacity of human persons to legislate for themselves, to formulate, think and choose norms, 
rules and laws for themselves to follow”; “also involves the transparency and predictability of ‘autonomous’ systems” (p. 9)

• (c) Responsibility: “serve the global social and environmental good”; “risk awareness and a precautionary approach are 
crucial” (pp. 16-17)

• (d) Justice, equity, and solidarity: “Discriminatory biases in data sets used to train and run AI systems should be prevented 
or detected, reported and neutralised at the earliest stage possible” (p. 17)

• (e) Democracy: “result of democratic debate and public engagement” (p. 17)

• (f) Rule of law and accountability: “fair and clear allocation of responsibilities” (p. 18)

• (g) Security, safety, bodily and mental integrity: “three forms: (1) external safety for their environment and users, 
(2) reliability and internal robustness, e.g. against hacking, and (3) emotional safety with respect to human-machine 
interaction” (p. 18); special emphasis on vulnerable people (p. 19)

• (h) Data protection and privacy: including “right to be free from surveillance” (p. 19)

• (i) Sustainability: “priority of environmental protection and sustainability” (p. 19)

EGE statement AI | values, dignity, etc.

Picture source: Link

https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/ege-statements_en
https://www.maxpixel.net/Artificial-Intelligence-Technology-Futuristic-3262753
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˃ 8 April 2019 | AI HLEG publishes “Ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI”, 

including “Trustworthy AI Assessment List” (pp. 26-31) | Link

Four ethical principles (chapter I)

• (i) Respect for human autonomy: human-centric design principles (p. 12)

• (ii) Prevention of harm: protection of human dignity, as well as mental and 
physical integrity | vulnerable persons | asymmetries of power or information (p. 12)

• (iii) Fairness: substantive (“ensuring equal and just distribution of both benefits and costs, and ensuring that individuals and 
groups are free from unfair bias, discrimination and stigmatisation” | principle of proportionality; p. 12) and a procedural
dimension (“ability to contest and seek effective redress against decisions made by AI systems and by the humans operating 
them”; p. 13)

• (iv) Explicability: “processes need to be transparent, the capabilities and purpose of AI systems openly communicated, and 
decisions – to the extent possible – explainable to those directly and indirectly affected” (p. 13)

• See also: 26 June 2019 | Policy and investment recommendations by AI expert group | Link

AI HLEG guidelines & EC | human-centric, etc.

Picture source: Link

˃ 8 April 2019 | EC communication ‘Building Trust in Human-Centric Artificial Intelligence’ COM(2019) 168 final

Seven key requirements for trustworthy AI applications (p. 4)

• Human agency and oversight: justice, fundamental rights, human autonomy

• Technical robustness and safety: reliability, reproducibility, verifiable

• Privacy and data governance: full control over one’s data

• Transparency: traceability (outcome and process), explain-ability, 

• Diversity, non-discrimination and fairness

• Societal and environmental well-being: environment and other sentient beings

• Accountability

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/policy-and-investment-recommendations-trustworthy-artificial-intelligence
https://www.maxpixel.net/Artificial-Intelligence-Technology-Futuristic-3262753
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2019:168:FIN&qid=1554794915743
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Concluding theses

Status quo
• In EU law, ethics mainly ‘occurs’ in the fields of health, new technologies & innovation, but should also play a role elsewhere 

(Frischhut, 2019). 

• EU law in general, as well as the EGE opinions, refers to all three normative theories (deontology, consequentialism, virtue 
ethics), where deontology clearly prevailed (Frischhut, 2019; see also Lucivero, 2016, p. 15; Pirs & Frischhut, 2019, forthcoming). 

• In the EU, ethics has to be seen against the background of the common values, especially human dignity (“last resort” for threat 

situations, which are not even foreseeable today; Borowsky, 2019, p. 125), and the fundamental rights (Frischhut, 2019).

• Just as the values of the EU lead to mutual trust among the Member States, in relation to citizens, values and trust are also 
important in the area of AI etc. (EAG, 2018, p. 20; COM[2019] 168 final; etc.).

Future ‘direction of travel’
• Further research should focus on the relationship between the general and the specific values, and on the relationship between 

the specific ones themselves, in particular how they can all benefit from each other's determination of content in the respective 
relationships.

• This approach should also embrace a possible fruitful relationship between values and corresponding legal principles (cf. 2006 

health values).

• Hence, in addition to the general and specific values, principles (transparency, integrity, etc.) (see also Palazzani, 2019, pp.141-142)

and the “four principles model” (Beauchamp & Childress, 2013; Floridi et al., 2018) should also play a role (critical: Mittelstadt, 2019; on 

possible challenges, see also Floridi, 2019). This goes in a similar direction as the Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) approach 
(Schomberg, 2013; EC, 2013).

• The status quo, which can be identified in different fields (health, digitalization, etc.), eventually will need to be balanced with 
other values and further developed, as there are still some steps to go (Flear, Farrell, Hervey & Murphy, 2013, pp. 403-406; Frischhut, 

2019, p. 145; cf. also the 1950 Schuman declaration).
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Literature mentioned on slides | references
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https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/18-01-25_eag_report_en.pdf
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https://jeanmonnet.mci.edu/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3391293
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Thank you for your attention!
MCI MANAGEMENT CENTER INNSBRUCK
THE ENTREPRENEURIAL SCHOOL®

Dr. Markus Frischhut, LL.M.
Jean Monnet Chair “EU Values & Digitalization”
Professor & Study Coordinator European Union Law

Universitaetsstrasse 15, 6020 Innsbruck, Austria
Phone: +43 512 2070 -3632, Fax: -3699
mailto:markus.frischhut@mci.edu, www.mci.edu

https://twitter.com/mafrischhut

https://www.instagram.com/markus_frischhut

https://jeanmonnet.mci.edu

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mafrischhut/

https://jeanmonnet.mci.edu/
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/node_en
mailto:markus.frischhut@mci.edu
http://www.mci.edu/
https://twitter.com/mafrischhut
https://www.instagram.com/markus_frischhut/
https://jeanmonnet.mci.edu/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mafrischhut/
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˃ Human dignity: “When individuals are treated not as persons but as mere temporary aggregates of 

data processed at an industrial scale so as to optimise through algorithmic profiling, administrative, 
financial, educational, judicial, commercial and other interactions with them, they are arguably, 
not fully respected, neither in their dignity nor in their humanity.” (p. 17)

˃ Freedom: access to the internet (p. 17)

˃ Autonomy: “automated decisions taken by digital systems on the basis of continuous observation

of the choices, behaviour and emotions of individuals, without the possibility for them to understand 
and communicate their own motivations, intentions, reasons, and explanations or to take 
autonomous decisions” (p. 18)

˃ Solidarity: danger of “hyper-individualisation”, e.g. in case of insurances and medical data (p. 18)

˃ Equality: “inequalities resulting from the fact that some people may have the advantage by learning about content before 

others do and may extract value from it” (pp. 18-19)

˃ Democracy: “In this view of ‘data-driven governance’, the question arises whether the individual human person as a legal 

subject has a future and how one can ensure that individuals are not viewed only as temporary data aggregates 
exploitable on an industrial scale rather than subjects in their own right.” (p. 19)

˃ Justice: danger of algorithmic solutions in court proceedings and in law-firms (whom they are willing to represent) (p. 20)

˃ Trust: 1. technologically-oriented (the system will function well); 2. “a moral concept referring to belief and reliance in a 

person or organisation that they will honour explicit or implicit promises and commitments” (p. 20)

Ethics Advisory Group 2018

Source: Ethics Advisory Group. (2018). Towards a digital ethics: Report by the Ethics Advisory Group established by the European Data Protection Supervisor, the EU’s independent
data protection authority. Retrieved from
https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/18-01-25_eag_report_en.pdf

https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/18-01-25_eag_report_en.pdf
https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/18-01-25_eag_report_en.pdf
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˃ “Trust builds on shared assumptions about material and immaterial values, about what is important 

and what is expendable. It stems from shared social practice, shared habits, ways of life, common 
norms, convictions and attitudes. Trust is based on shared experiences, on a shared past, shared 
traditions and shared memories.” (p. 21)

˃ “Protecting fundamental values is not the same as privileging an individualistic concept of fundamental 

rights. A digital ethics must be precise and rigorous in its regard for the relation between 
ethics and innovation.” (p. 21)

˃ Necessary conditions: (pp. 21-22)

• material conditions: e.g. fair distribution of infrastructure, etc.

• cultural conditions: e.g. access to education, etc.

• personal conditions: e.g. freedom to develop and express one’s identity without interference; possibility to revise 
one’s own preferences and choices

• political and social-structural conditions: e.g. equal opportunities and non-discrimination; social rights; 
transparency; accountability

• legal conditions: e.g. due process; prosecution of violations of dignity, freedom and fundamental rights

Ethics Advisory Group 2018 | continued

Source: Ethics Advisory Group. (2018). Towards a digital ethics: Report by the Ethics Advisory Group established by the European Data Protection Supervisor, the EU’s independent
data protection authority. Retrieved from
https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/18-01-25_eag_report_en.pdf

https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/18-01-25_eag_report_en.pdf
https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/18-01-25_eag_report_en.pdf
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˃ Innovation as ethics: 

• “Innovation can and should be geared towards improving society and people’s 
lives through the design of ethically robust socio-technical systems.” (p. 22)

• “In order to nourish critical debates, concrete forms of collaboration between engineers, applied 
scientists and ethicists and multiple stakeholders, resulting in responsible innovations, should be 
provided, allowing the co-shaping of ethical considerations and design solutions.” (p. 22)

˃ Designing for values: “A design perspective in digital ethics would help to overcome this problem,
because it would insert moral considerations at the point in which they can make a significant 
difference with lower costs and risks: at the initial stages of the design and development.” (p. 22)

˃ Data commodification: “The processing of personal data should be designed to serve mankind.” (p. 24; = 4th recital GDPR)

˃ New directions: (p. 30)

• “Digital life will need to be compatible with the inviolable nature of human dignity.”

• “Personhood—understanding oneself as a person endowed with moral qualities, rights and responsibilities—is 
inseparable from the information produced by, and pertaining to that person.”

• “Digital technologies risk weakening the foundation of democratic governance”

• “Digitised data processing risks fostering new forms of discrimination”

• “Data commoditisation risks shifting value from persons to personal data”

Ethics Advisory Group 2018 | continued

Source: Ethics Advisory Group. (2018). Towards a digital ethics: Report by the Ethics Advisory Group established by the European Data Protection Supervisor, the EU’s independent
data protection authority. Retrieved from
https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/18-01-25_eag_report_en.pdf

https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/18-01-25_eag_report_en.pdf
https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/18-01-25_eag_report_en.pdf
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˃ January 2017 | Asilomar AI Principles: https://futureoflife.org/ai-principles/

• Research issues (No 1-5) | Ethics and values (No 6-18) | Long-term issues (No 19-23)

˃ November 2017 | “The Montreal Declaration for a Responsible Development of 

Artificial Intelligence: a participatory process”: https://www.montrealdeclaration-responsibleai.com/the-declaration

• Principles: Well being | autonomy | privacy | solidarity | democratic participation | equity | diversity | prudence | 
responsibility | sustainability 

• N.B. No hierarchy | harmonious interpretation | dialogue | ethical principles can be translated into law

˃ December 2017 | Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE): “Ethically aligned design: A Vision for Prioritizing 

Human Well-being with Autonomous and Intelligent Systems”: https://ethicsinaction.ieee.org/

• General principles: 1. Human Rights | 2. Well-being | 3. Data Agency | 4. Effectiveness | 5. Transparency | 
6. Accountability | 7. Awareness of Misuse| 8. Competence

˃ April 2018 | House of Lords Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence: ‘”AI in the UK: ready, willing and able”: Link

• 5 overreaching principles for an AI Code (para. 417): 

• (1) Artificial intelligence should be developed for the common good and benefit of humanity.

• (2) Artificial intelligence should operate on principles of intelligibility and fairness.

• (3) Artificial intelligence should not be used to diminish the data rights or privacy of individuals, families or communities.

• (4) All citizens have the right to be educated to enable them to flourish mentally, emotionally and economically alongside artificial 
intelligence.

• (5) The autonomous power to hurt, destroy or deceive human beings should never be vested in artificial intelligence.

Other approaches of ethics in digitalization

See also: EGE (2018). Statement on 
Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and 
‘Autonomous’ Systems. pp. 13-14

https://futureoflife.org/ai-principles/
https://www.montrealdeclaration-responsibleai.com/the-declaration
https://ethicsinaction.ieee.org/
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201719/ldselect/ldai/100/100.pdf
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˃ Floridi, L., Cowls, J., Beltrametti, M., Chatila, R., Chazerand, P., Dignum, V., . . . Vayena, E. (2018). AI4People—An Ethical 

Framework for a Good AI Society: Opportunities, Risks, Principles, and Recommendations. Minds and Machines, 
31(1), 1. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11023-018-9482-5:

• Beneficence (pt. 4.1): equivalent terms are ‘well-being’, ‘common good’, ‘humanity’, ‘human dignity’

• Non-maleficence: (pt. 4.2): privacy, security and ‘capability caution’ | prevent intended and unintended harm

• Autonomy: (pt. 4.3): “humans should always retain the power to decide which decisions to take“

• Justice: (pt. 4.4): distributive justice; risk of bias in datasets

• Explicability: (pt. 4.5): equivalent terms are ‘transparency’, ‘accountability’, etc.

Principlism 4+1 | Floridi et al. 2018
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˃ Mittelstadt, B. (2019). AI Ethics – Too Principled to Fail? Retrieved from 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3391293:

• Common aims and fiduciary duties (pt. 2.1): “AI development is not a formal profession. An equivalent fiduciary 
relationship does not exist for the private sector practitioners and institutions that develop and deploy AI; nor do 
mechanisms with comparable weight to fiduciary duties.”

• Professional history and norms: (pt. 2.2): “The second weakness of a principled approach to AI Ethics is the lack of 
professional history and well-defined norms of ‘good’ behaviour.”

• Methods to translate principles in practice: (pt. 2.3): “Principles do not automatically translate into practice.” | “AI 
development does not have comparable empirically proven methods to translate principles into practice in real-world 
development contexts.”

• Legal and professional accountability: (pt. 2.4): “The fourth weakness of a principled approach to AI Ethics is the 
relative lack of legal and professional accountability mechanisms. Medicine is governed by legal and professional 
frameworks which uphold professional standards and provide patients with redress for negligent behaviour, including 
malpractice law, licensing and certification schemes, ethics committees, and professional medical boards.”

• Suggestions:

• Clearly define sustainable pathways to impact

• Support ‘bottom-up’ AI Ethics

• License developers of high-risk AI

• Shift from professional ethics to business ethics

• Pursue ethics as a process, not technological solutionism

Principlism, critical | Mittelstadt 2019

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3391293
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Values, respectively ‘shared principles’

Source: Palazzani, L. (2019). Innovation in Scientific Research and Emerging 
Technologies: A Challenge to Ethics and Law. Cham: Springer Nature. .

–– the primacy of the human being and his dignity over the sole interest of science or society; 
the respect for physical and psychological integrity (safety, wellbeing); the ban on exploitation 
and commercialization of the human body, manipulation or arbitrary use of the body and its 
parts (cells, tissues); the ban on physical and psychological invasiveness (i.e. using devices, 
experimental treatments), arbitrary and non-therapeutic eugenic selection; 

–– beneficence and non-maleficence: maximizing objective benefits and minimizing potential 
physical, psychological and social harm, applying the principle of 
appropriateness/proportionality (the risks should not be disproportionate to the potential 
benefits), from the perspective of a comparative risk/benefit assessment for the protection of 
the subject’s wellbeing and physical, social and mental health;

–– the protection of freedom, in both the sense of autonomy and responsibility (counselling 
and informed consent to medical treatment), especially with regard to those who are facing 
inability or particularly vulnerable conditions (children, mentally incompetent individuals, the 
elderly, pregnant women or of childbearing age, prisoners, military, poor);

–– justice or guaranteeing equal treatment for all, equity of access to healthcare, equality, non-
discrimination and solidarity; 

–– precaution, caution and prudence, in the face of uncertain or risky technologies, which are 
likely to cause serious and irreversible damage to human beings, humanity, the environment, 
and future generations. (Palazzani, 2019, pp. 141-142)

https://www.springer.com/gp/book/9783030167325
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˃ 16 February 2017 | European Parliament resolution of 16 February 2017 with recommendations 
to the Commission on Civil Law Rules on Robotics (2015/2103(INL)) | Link 

˃ 9 March 2018 | European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies (EGE) “Statement on Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and ‘Autonomous’ Systems”| Link

˃ 25 April 2018 | European Commission (EC) AI strategy | COM(2018) 237 final; plus SWD(2018) 137 final on liability

˃ 17 May 2018 | EC “On the road to automated mobility”| COM(2018) 283 final

˃ June 2018 | EC sets up independent expert group, the “High-Level Expert Group on AI” (AI HLEG) | Link

˃ 22 November 2018 |EC Communication ‘The Single Market in a changing world’: digitalization and trust | COM(2018) 772 final

˃ 7 December 2018 | EC coordinated plan with Member States to foster development & use of AI in Europe | COM(2018) 795 final, IP/18/6689

˃ 18 December 2018 | AI HLEG publishes first draft of the ethics guidelines | Link

˃ 11 February 2019 | Council Conclusions on the coordinated plan on artificial intelligence | Doc. 6177/19

˃ 12 February 2019 | EP A comprehensive European industrial policy on artificial intelligence and robotics | (2018/2088(INI))

˃ 8 April 2019 | EC launches pilot phase; inviting stakeholders to test the detailed assessment list | COM(2019) 168 final

˃ 8 April 2019 | AI HLEG publishes “Ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI”, including “Trustworthy AI Assessment List” (Seiten 26-31), as well as glossary (Seiten 36-38) | 
Link, and definition (Link)

˃ 9 April 2019 | 3rd Digital day in Brussels | Link

˃ 25 May 2019 | OECD Principles on Artificial Intelligence | Link (N.B. similar approach, i.e. values, human rights / human-centric, transparency, trust)

˃ 26 June 2019 | Policy and investment recommendations by AI expert group | Link

˃ autumn 2019 | EC will launch a set of networks of AI research excellence centres| IP/18/6689

˃ beginning 2020 | building on the evaluation of feedback received during the piloting phase, the AI HLEG will review and update the guidelines| COM(2019) 168 final
(p. 9)

Artificial Intelligence | overview

Picture source: Link

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P8-TA-2017-0051+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/ege-statements_en
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52018DC0237&qid=1554793563255
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52018SC0137&qid=1559650801243
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52018DC0283&qid=1554799637705
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/high-level-expert-group-artificial-intelligence
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52018DC0772&qid=1559551104318
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52018DC0795&qid=1554797827126
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-18-6689_en.htm
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/draft-ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai
https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-6177-2019-INIT/en/pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-8-2019-0081_EN.html
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2019:168:FIN&qid=1554794915743
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=56341
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/digital-day-2019
https://www.oecd.org/science/forty-two-countries-adopt-new-oecd-principles-on-artificial-intelligence.htm
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/policy-and-investment-recommendations-trustworthy-artificial-intelligence
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-19-1893_en.htm
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2019:168:FIN&qid=1554794915743
https://www.maxpixel.net/Artificial-Intelligence-Technology-Futuristic-3262753
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Excursus | RRI

• Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) 

 Definition: 

“Responsible Research and Innovation is a transparent, interactive process by 

which societal actors and innovators become mutually responsive to each other 

with a view to the (ethical) acceptability, sustainability and societal desirability of 

the innovation process and its marketable products (in order to allow a proper 

embedding of scientific and technological advances in our society).”

 Normative anchor points (product dimension)

 (Ethically) acceptable: “with the fundamental values of the EU charter on fundamental rights”

 Sustainable:

 Socially desirable: “captures the relevant, and more specific normative anchor points of the Treaty on the European Union, 

such as ‘Quality of life’, ‘Equality among men and women’ etc.”

 Process dimension:

 “The challenge here is to arrive at a more responsive, adaptive and integrated management of the innovation process. A 

multidisciplinary approach with the involvement of stakeholders and other interested parties should lead to an inclusive 

innovation process whereby technical innovators become responsive to societal needs and societal actors become co-

responsible for the innovation process by a constructive input in terms of defining societal desirable products. The 

product and process dimension are naturally interrelated. Implementation is enabled by five mechanisms: technology

assessment and foresight, application of the precautionary principle, normative / ethical principles to design 

technology, innovation governance and stakeholder involvement and public engagement.”

Source: Schomberg, R. v. (2013). A Vision of Responsible Research and Innovation. In R. Owen, J. R. Bessant, & 

M. Heintz (Eds.), Responsible innovation (Vol. 3, pp. 51–74). Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom: Wiley.

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/responsible-research-innovation
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Excursus | RRI | continued

• Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) 

 Process dimension:

1. Technology assessment and foresight

 In order to anticipate positive and negative impacts; necessity of societal review

 Outlook: impact assessment also beyond the economic field

2. Application of the precautionary principle

 Incentive to make safe and sustainable products

3. Innovation governance

 Multi-stakeholder involvement

 Use of codes of conduct: 

 Good governance approach allowing for flexibility in responding towards new developments

 Example of Nanotechnologies 

 Standards, certification and self-regulation: CEN

4. Ethics as a "Design" factor

 Examples (‘body imaging technology’ at airports; ‘smart meters’ in the Netherlands), where trouble could have been 

avoided, if this principle would have been adhered to

5. Stakeholder involvement and public engagement

 Continuous feedback necessary

Source: Schomberg, R. v. (2013). A Vision of Responsible Research and Innovation. In R. Owen, J. R. Bessant, & 

M. Heintz (Eds.), Responsible innovation (Vol. 3, pp. 51–74). Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom: Wiley.
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Excursus | RRI | continued

• Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) 

 “Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) refers to the comprehensive approach of proceeding in 

research and innovation in ways that allow all stakeholders that are involved in the processes of research 

and innovation at an early stage (A) to obtain relevant knowledge on the consequences of the outcomes of 

their actions and on the range of options open to them and (B) to effectively evaluate both outcomes and 

options in terms of societal needs and moral values and (C) to use these considerations (under A and B) 

as functional requirements for design and development of new research, products and services.” (p. 3)

 “ethical values (including, but not limited to well-being, justice, equality, privacy, autonomy, safety, 

security, sustainability, accountability, democracy and efficiency)” (p. 12); see also the definition on 

pages 55-56

 RRI vs RI (Responsible Innovation)

 RI: strong academic roots

 RRI: EC policy roots

Source: Owen, R., & Pansera, M. (2019). Responsible Innovation and Responsible Research and Innovation. In D. Simon, S. Kuhlmann, J. 

Stamm, & C. Weert (Eds.), Handbook on Science and Public Policy (pp. 26–48). Cheltenham, UK, Northampton, MA: Edward Elgar Publishing.

Source: European Commission (2013). Options for Strengthening Responsible Research and Innovation: Report of 

the Expert Group on the State of Art in Europe on Responsible Research and Innovation.


